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There are a plethora of meme coins you can buy on the internet, and while they all promise to be
unique, in reality, most of them are just different in name. Despite July’s gains, the cryptocurrency
market has struggled so far in August.

Increasing geopolitical tensions between the United States and China and signs of a slowing
economy have also had an impact on the market. Just a few days ago, every major cryptocurrency
token was trading lower.

Despite this, the Saudi Shiba Inu (SAUDISHIB), a DeFi token listed on the Binance Smart Chain
(BSC), increased in value by over 450% and caught the eye of the crypto community. However, this
has left everyone questioning whether or not purchasing a Saudi Shiba Inu is a good idea, and
whether or not the current price trend will continue.

There are a plethora of supposedly unique meme coins out there, but in reality, most of them just
have a catchy name and don’t deliver on their promises. The Saudi Shiba Inu project is largely
mysterious.

Meme currency will be listed on a decentralized exchange and collected by a Saudi Shiba Inu, the
dog has pledged. Its lack of practicality and associated transaction fees should raise red flags right
away. Analysts believe the Saudi Shiba Inu market is overvalued and will soon collapse. Instead of
placing your money into an unproven meme coin with little utility or benefits, you could investigate
other meme coins, such as Tamadoge.

Tamadoge, Explained
It’s a fascinating new meme coin that actually has some use. Game Metaverse “Tamaverse” uses a
deflationary meme money called Tamadoge as its native governance token.

The name is an astute mash-up of the doge cryptocurrency craze and the popular 1990s video game
Tamagotchi. With Tamadoge, a system that allows players to play games in exchange for virtual
currency, you may take care of your very own NFT Tamadoge Pet.

You can raise as many Tamadoge as you like, feed them whatever you choose, and enjoy seeing them
get stronger over time. In exchange for the time and attention users provide to their dogs from
infancy through old age, the platform rewards them with various perks. All adult animals have the
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opportunity to vie for the top spot on the leaderboard.

They’ll each have their own 3D avatar to use in the metaverse project’s worlds. As an added bonus,
an augmented reality viewer app is included into the design, so your pet is always a finger swipe
away.

Unlike other play-to-earn games, which may be boring affairs centered on repetitive tasks requiring
little talent, this one offers enjoyment and needs fighting abilities.

 

Download App for Android Download App for iOS

In Contrast to Saudi Shiba Inu
It seems like Tamadoge is situated in a potentially addicting metaverse environment. Unlike the
Saudi Shiba Inu, Tamadoge does not impose a charge on TAMA coin transactions. Tamadoge is a
marketplace where players can buy and sell virtual items, and transaction fees are used to generate
income.

If you’re searching for a meme currency with a more conventional business model in which the focus
is on expanding the game’s user base rather than on maximizing profits, then your chance has here
with Tamadoge.

The total supply of Tamadoge tokens currently in existence is 2 billion. As soon as Tamadoge is
released, investors will get a return on their initial capital, making now the perfect time to get in on
the ground floor.
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